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To: Mayor and Village Council

From:

Date:

Maria T. Aguilar, Village Manager
Greg Tindle, Wastewater Utility Manager

September 22, 2016

SUBJECT: RESOLUTION TO APPROVE THE FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT BETWEEN
ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, AND RAFTELIS FINANCIAL
CONSULTANTS, INC.

Background:
On December 14, 2015, the Village entered into a Professional Services Agreement with Raftelis
Financial Consultants, Inc. (RFC), to act as its consultant regarding wastewater utility rates and financial
operations.  The Agreement is attached as Exhibit A to the resolution at Attachment A.

From the effective date of the Agreement to date, RFC has provided services to the Village to analyze
actual expenses and revenues to date and re-analyze financial projects to confirm that the wastewater
rates previously established by the Village would generate sufficient revenue to cover operational costs,
debt service obligations and any additional capital projects when combined with non-ad valorem
assessment revenue.  This analysis was needed due to changes that had occurred in total capital project
costs, total State Revolving Fund Loan drawdowns, and in services to wastewater customers, like
provision of grinder pumps, since the rates were established in 2013. Costs incurred for these services
under the Agreement total $20,300.00, leaving $3,700.00 remaining available.

Analysis:
Village staff has determined that additional services from RFC are needed at this time under the current
Agreement to assist the Village in resolving billing issues and errors that have occurred as the volume
of billing activity that the Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority (FKAA) is handling for the Village has
increased.

When customers contact FKAA regarding issues with their wastewater billing, FKAA refers those
customers to the Village’s Wastewater Utility Department.  An Account Information System would
facilitate staff in resolving wastewater billing problems and communicating them to FKAA.
.Attachment B is a proposal from RFC to develop an Account Information System that could be utilized
by the Village to reconcile FKAA’s billing of Islamorada wastewater customers. This system would
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conduct separate calculations to ensure that billing of customers is correct and that correct amounts of
revenue are being remitted to the Village from FKAA.

The total cost of the seven (7) tasks covered under RFC’s proposal is $90,425.00. At this time, staff is
requesting an amendment to the Agreement with RFC to increase the not-to-exceed amount only
enough to cover the estimated costs of Task 1 (Data and Systems Review) and Task 2 (Detailed Design
and Requirements).  Therefore, the not-to-exceed amount would need to increase by $18,000.00 to
$42,000.00.  This would leave $21,700.00 available for Tasks 1 and 2 to be completed by the end date
of the Agreement, which is November 30, 2016.

In completing Tasks 1 and 2, RFC would meet with personnel from FKAA responsible for preparing
and issuing bills to the Village’s customers and try to determine why the errors in billing are occurring
and continue to occur even after errors have been identified and corrections have been requested. After
RFC completes Tasks 1 and 2, RFC would provide a report to the Village summarizing the issues that
need to be resolved, identifying where errors are occurring and offering proposed solutions. The
completion of the first two tasks would provide the Village and RFC with the information needed to
decide whether the remaining tasks covered in the proposal are the best next course of action. If so,
staff would submit a new request to the Village Council to approve the remaining project expenditures
and prepare another agreement with RFC to provide the related services.

Mr. Tony Hairston of RFC has been assisting the Village with various wastewater financial and policy
issues since the initial planning stages of the Village’s wastewater collection and transmission capital
project. Mr. Hairston has also assisted FKAA with rate-related projects. The attached resolution
(Exhibit C) waives competitive bidding based upon Mr. Hairston’s and RFC’s experience with the
Village’s wastewater project and with FKAA’s operations.  Additionally, a waiver of competitive
bidding would allow RFC to continue providing services to the Village without going through a lengthy
procurement process.  Kyle McLeod, the Administrative Assistant for the Wastewater Utility
Department who has been identifying and communicating billing issues to FKAA will be leaving
employment with the Village on October 21, 2016.  Staff’s hope is to expedite authorization to continue
to engage RFC’s services in sufficient time to enable RFC’s staff to work with Kyle before she leaves.

Budget Impact:
The current not-to-exceed amount for RFC’s continued services under the existing Agreement is
$24,000.00 and would increase by $18,000.00 to $42,000.00.  The expenses would be reflected in
the Wastewater Utility Enterprise Fund.  The Village included $25,000.00 in the Wastewater Fund
budget for Professional Services in FY 2016-2017.

Staff Impact:
There would be no impact on staffing levels as a result of approval of the attached resolution.

Recommendation:
It is recommended that the Village Council adopt the attached resolution approving the First
Amendment to the Professional Services Agreement with Raftelis Financial Consultants.



RESOLUTION NO. 16

A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF
ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, FLORIDA
APPROVING A FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT BETWEEN
RAFTELIS FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS, INC., AND
ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS TO PROVIDE RATE
AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES
FOR THE VILLAGE’S WASTEWATER UTILITY;
AUTHORIZING VILLAGE OFFICIALS TO IMPLEMENT
THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE AGREEMENT;
AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO EXPEND
BUDGETED FUNDS; AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE
MANAGER TO EXECUTE THE FIRST AMENDMENT TO
THE AGREEMENT; AUTHORIZING WAIVER OF
COMPETITIVE BIDDING; AND PROVIDING FOR AN
EFFECTIVE DATE

WHEREAS, Islamorada, Village of Islands (the “Village”) has retained the services of

Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc. (“RFC”) to provide wastewater utility rate and financial

operations consulting services; and

WHEREAS, the Village entered into a Professional Services Agreement (the

“Agreement”) dated December 14, 2015 with RFC to provide its services at a not-to-exceed

amount of $24,000.00, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit “A”; and

WHEREAS, the termination date of the Agreement is November 30, 2016, and RFC has

determined that fees will be incurred for additional services needed through November 30, 2016

which will exceed the not-to-exceed amount of $24,000.00; and

WHEREAS, RFC has submitted a First Amendment to the Agreement (the “First

Amendment”) to increase the not-to-exceed amount by $18,000.00, a copy of which is attached

hereto as Exhibit “B”; and
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WHEREAS, the Village Council finds that increasing the not-to-exceed amount,

authorizing a waiver of competitive bidding for these services, and approval of the First

Amendment are in the best interest of the Village.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF

ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, FLORIDA, AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Recitals. The above recitals are true and correct and incorporated into

this Resolution by this reference.

Section 2. Approval of Amendment. The Village Council hereby approves First

Amendment to the Agreement between the Village and RFC, together with such non-material

changes as may be acceptable to the Village Manager and approved as to form and legality by the

Village Attorney.

Section 3. Authorization of Village Officials. The Village Manager and/or her

designee and the Village Attorney are authorized to take all actions necessary to implement the terms

and conditions of the First Amendment, including increasing the not-to-exceed amount by $18,000.00

to $42,000.00.

Section 4. Authorization of Fund Expenditure. Notwithstanding the

limitations imposed upon the Village Manager pursuant to the Village’s Purchasing Procedures

Ordinance, the Village Manager is authorized to expend budgeted funds to implement the terms and

conditions of the First Amendment.

Section 5. Execution of Agreement. The Village Manager is authorized to execute

the terms and conditions of the First Amendment and to execute any extensions and/or

amendments to the First Amendment, subject to the approval as to form and legality by the Village

Attorney.
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Section 6. Waiver of Purchasing Provisions. In accordance with Sections 2-328(1) and

2-328(3) of the Village Code, the Village Council waives the Purchasing Provisions of the Village

Code to utilize the services of RFC without competitive selection.

Section 7. Effective Date. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon

adoption.

PASSED AND ADOPTED this _____ day of ___________, 2016.

Motion to adopt by _______________________, second by ______________________.

FINAL VOTE AT ADOPTION

Mayor Deb Gillis ________

Vice Mayor Jim Mooney ________

Councilman Mike Forster ________

Councilman Chris Sante ________

Councilman Dennis Ward ________

________________________________
DEB GILLIS, MAYOR

ATTEST:

___________________________________
KELLY TOTH, VILLAGE CLERK

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY
FOR THE USE AND BENEFIT OF
ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS:

___________________________________
ROGET V. BRYAN, VILLAGE ATTORNEY
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FIRST AMENDMENT
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT

BETWEEN
ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS

AND
RAFTELIS FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS, INC.

THIS AMENDMENT to the Professional Services Agreement (the “First Amendment”)
is made between RAFTELIS FINANCIAL CONSUTLANTS, INC., a Florida corporation
(“RFC”), and ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, FLORIDA, a Florida municipal
corporation (the “Village”).

WHEREAS, RFC and the Village entered into a certain Professional Services Agreement
(the “Agreement”) effective December 14, 2015, attached hereto as Exhibit 1; and

WHEREAS, the parties desire to enter into this First Amendment to modify the not-to-
exceed amount of the Agreement.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions set forth
in this First Amendment, RFC and the Village agree as follows.

Section 1. Amendment to Agreement. The Agreement is amended to read as
follows:

***

Article 3.  Compensation

Client shall pay to RFC the sum not to exceed twenty four Forty-Two Thousand dollars
($24,000.00) ($42,000.00) for services rendered hereunder, which includes professional fees and
direct reimburseable expenses incurred in performing the scope of services, as outlined in
Attachment A.

Section 2. No Further Modifications. All other terms and conditions of the existing
Agreement not in conflict or superseded by this First Amendment shall remain in full force and
effect as if set for the herein.

Section 3. Effective Date. This First Amendment shall be effective on September 26,
2016.

EXHIBIT B



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, there parties execute this First Amendment on the respective dates
under each signature:  The Village, signing by and through its Village Manager, attested to by its
Village Clerk, and by RFC by and through its principal.

Attest: ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS

By:
Kelly Toth, Village Clerk Maria T. Aguilar, Village Manager

Date:

RAFTELIS FINANCIAL
CONSULTANTS, INC.

By:

Signature

Title

Date

Witness
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950 S. Winter Park Drive
Suite 240
Casselberry, FL 32707

Phone 407 . 960 . 1806
Fax 407 . 960 . 1803

www.raftelis.com

August 25, 2016

Islamorada, Village of Islands
Attn: Ms. Maria Aguilar
Village Manager
86800 Overseas Highway
Islamorada, FL 33036

Subject: Islamorada Account Information System Scope

Dear Ms. Aguilar:

As the Village of Islamorada’s (Village) begins the customer notification process for wastewater service
availability, the complexity of the wastewater billing records will multiply.  As we have discussed and
demonstrated on a couple of occasions with key Village staff, Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc. (RFC)
has the expertise, experience, and local knowledge to develop a wastewater customer account information
system. Attached is a proposal to design, develop, and deliver a customized account information system
that is tailored for the Village’s specific needs. We have included a project schedule that begins September
15, 2016 with implementation by March 2017 and post-live support through May 2017.

We look forward to continuing to assist the Village in its wastewater program implementation.  Please do
not hesitate to contact me with any questions that you or your staff may have regarding this proposal.

Sincerely,
RAFTELIS FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS, INC.

Tony Hairston
Manager
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Islamorada Account Information System Scope
Introduction
The Village of Islamorada (Village) provides its utility customers with a variety of services for which fees
are billed and collected in differing ways. Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc. (RFC) has assisted the Village
with utility rates for its wastewater utility and, in doing so, understands that the Village will be
dramatically increasing its customer base for wastewater service in the coming year. RFC has suggested
that customer service responsiveness and billing data quality could be improved through the
implementation of an account information system to track and view its customer accounts. The Village
bills and collects its wastewater fees through a third party billing agent, Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority
(FKAA). In order to ensure that the charges levied by FKAA accurately reflect those charges expected by
the Village, there will also need to be a regular reconciliation of customer accounts. Given its experience
with other utilities in similar situations, RFC demonstrated a tool for a similar sized utility with many of
the same needs. The following scope of services details the process for developing such a tool that will
meet the specific needs of the Village given its increasing customer base. The project methodology
described below presents a framework for system development that has been successfully applied for
numerous utility solutions developed by RFC.

Creation of Account Information System
Task 1. Data and Systems Review
In order to place the new account information system within the context of the Village’s greater utility
billing and IT context, the creation of such a system should begin with a thorough review of other
supporting systems. RFC has some familiarity with the data made available by FKAA via monthly reporting
files as well as some information about the systems used by the Village’s utility billing staff on a daily basis.
It is recommended that a thorough review be conducted to assist with envisioning how the systems could
be tied together in such a way that utility information is highly available and easily understandable
through the new account information system. While this task is relatively small in terms of effort, it could
drive some aspects of the design of the application as data availability and system interfaces are
catalogued.

Task 2. Detailed Design and Requirements
Once the overall context of the account information tool has been established, RFC will collaborate with
Village staff to develop the functional and technical requirements of the new system. RFC anticipates that
the new tool will be developed as a custom application in Visual Studio using the C# programming
language. This application will likely be set up to leverage the Village’s current SQL Server database
platform, and would be developed as a desktop application to be installed on users’ local machines.

Beyond these anticipated technical requirements, RFC will develop detailed documentation on functional
requirements concerning behaviors that the application should exhibit, what inputs and outputs exist for
each behavior, and how each behavior will be tested. Input will be collected on what the user interface
for the application should look like in the form of a user story. In this way, RFC and Village staff can plan
the workings of the application and establish functionality before development begins. Design and
planning often save a great deal of effort when it comes to application development as the programmers
will know what needs to be accomplished and can execute their work without the need to refactor or add
unexpected functionality. RFC will deliver detailed functional requirements documentation as part of this
task and will expect to iterate with Village staff on these requirements until all parties are satisfied with
the result before beginning application development.
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Task 3. Prototype Development and Review
Once the design requirements have
been established, RFC application
development staff will create a rapid
prototype of the new account
information tool. This prototype will
primarily demonstrate the user
interface design of the application and
may contain some of the desired
functionality needed for
demonstration purposes. RFC staff will
demonstrate the prototype to Village
staff and will solicit comments and
suggestions on the application design.
If major changes are suggested, RFC
staff will update the prototype
accordingly and will demonstrate it
again, possibly via web meeting, as
needed. After one or two iterations, the prototype will then represent the draft user interface of the
application.

Task 4. Programming and Database Development
RFC application development staff will continue the design and development of the new account
information tool by building upon the prototype using the functional requirements established in Task 2.
Functional behaviors will be added to the application, connectivity to the Village’s chosen database
platform will be established, and the underlying database design for the application will be developed.
The newly designed database will be developed initially on RFC servers and then transferred to a test or
development environment at the Village. The updated database used for the redesign of the account
information tool will be documented in the form of an entity relationship (ER) diagram detailing the

relationships between tables,
views, stored procedures, and
any other database elements
required for functionality in the
application. This database will
then be populated with test data
to ensure that all functionality is
accessing and updating the data
as expected. Connectivity to
other systems at the City or with
third party billers will also be
established during this task. All
functional behaviors of the tool

will be rigorously tested to ensure quality control. RFC staff will likely demonstrate the application via web
meeting on a regular basis to ensure that stakeholders and users have an opportunity to participate in the
development process. Programming and database development will continue in this way until all
functional requirements have been met by the application.

Figure 1: Example of a User Interface Prototype

Figure 2: Example of an Entity Relationship Diagram
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Task 5. Documentation and Training
Once the account information tool is
nearing completion, RFC staff will
develop user documentation and
training materials covering the use
and operation of the application.
These materials will include a user
manual demonstrating each feature
and explaining all functionality in
detail, as well as training materials
and scenarios. RFC staff will host on-
site training sessions on the
application and will install a version of
the application that references test
data so that users can try the
application without altering any
sensitive information. The user manual will be made accesible from inside the application so that the
information will be right at hand if questions arise on how functionality works.

Task 6. Implementation
After the application has been fully tested against the Village’s test database environment, a migration
will occur to shift to a designated production database. The production database will be fully secured
according to Village IT standards and will be loaded with current information converted from the previous
account information tools. The new application will be tested for a specified period of time to ensure
stability and optimal performance. After this testing period of the production tool, all Village staff users
will be encouraged to use the new application. RFC staff will travel on-site to ensure that all users have
access to the application and that any inquiries or questions regarding the application can be answered
quickly.

Task 7. Post Go-Live Support
This project will also include a period of support after application implementation is completed under

Task 6. Post go-live support includes access to RFC development staff in order to answer any questions or
fix any bugs that arise after implementation. The period included under this scope will likely cover 30-60
days depending on the level of support needed. The Village can then elect to establish a maintenance
contract with RFC to provide ongoing support of the application, or RFC can provide the source code to
the Village so that Village IT staff can support the application.

Figure 3: Example of User Friendly Application Documentation
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Project Timeline
The following represents the project timeline, assuming a notice-to-proceed date by September 15,
2016:

Personnel

The primary RFC personnel for this engagement include:

Project Director:  Tony Hairston
Project Manager:  Henrietta Locklear
Lead Programmer:  Chris McPhee

Other RFC technical personnel will be utilized as necessary, and we do not anticipate the need for any
sub consultants for this engagement.  Any potential expansion of the scope to include access to the
Village’s assessment database would require the coordination with the Village’s assessment consultant,
which is not contemplated herein. We have estimated 395 hours of professional consulting time for the
tasks enumerated herein.

# Task Description Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Post Go-live Support

Data and Systems Review

Detailed Design and Requirements

Prototype Development and Review

Programming and Database
Development

Documentation and Training

Implementation
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Project Budget
The following provides a cost estimate by task, inclusive of travel (5 onsite meetings) and incidental
project costs:

# Task Task Estimate Onsite Trips

1 Data and Systems Review $3,870 0
2 Detailed Design and Requirements $17,680 2
3 Prototype Development and Review $6,880 0
4 Programming and Database Development $24,080 0
5 Documentation and Training $16,820 2
6 Implementation $13,355 1
7 Post Go-live Support $7,740 0

Total $90,425 5
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